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ABSTRACT

Introduction  Despite the widespread acceptance of conventional treatment using composite resin in primary teeth, there is limited evidence that this approach is the best option in paediatric clinics. Atraumatic restorative treatment (ART) using high-viscosity glass ionomer cement has gradually become more popular because it performs well in clinical studies, is easy to handle and is patient friendly. Therefore, the aim of this randomised clinical trial study is to compare the restoration longevity of conventional treatment using composite resin with that of ART in posterior primary teeth. As secondary outcomes, cost-efficacy and patient self-reported discomfort will also be tested.

Methods and analysis  Children aged 3–6 years presenting with at least one occlusal and/or occlusal-proximal cavity will be randomly assigned to one of two groups according to the dental treatment: ART (experimental group) or composite resin restoration (control group). The dental treatment will be performed at a dental care trailer located in an educational complex in Barueri/SP, Brazil. The unit of randomisation will be the child. A sample size of 240 teeth with occlusal cavities and 188 teeth with occlusal-proximal cavities has been calculated. The primary outcome will be restoration longevity, which will be clinically assessed after 6, 12, 18 and 24 months by two examiners. The duration of the dental treatment and the cost of all materials used will be considered when estimating the cost-efficacy of each treatment. Individual discomfort will be measured after each dental procedure using the Facial Scale of Wong-Baker.

Ethics and dissemination  This clinical trial was approved by the local ethics committee from the Faculty of Dentistry of the University of São Paulo (registration no. 1.556.018). Participants will be included after their legal guardians have signed an informed consent form containing detailed information about the research. Trial registration number  www.clinicaltrials.gov, NCT02562456; Pre-results.

Strengths and limitations of this study

- Considering that the success of a restorative treatment is intrinsically related to the handling of the material, it seems necessary to study these techniques under controlled conditions to extract from them the best clinical performance they can offer.
- An efficacy study can maximise the likelihood of observing an intervention effect by investigating the benefits and harms of it under highly controlled conditions.
- This is the first clinical trial comparing the longevity, cost-efficacy and self-reported discomfort assessment between conventional restoration using composite resin and ART with high-viscosity glass ionomer cement in posterior primary teeth.
- Blinding of operators and patients will not be possible because of the evident differences between the techniques.

INTRODUCTION

Restorative care in primary teeth is part of the comprehensive oral health treatment of children and adolescents,1 which should guarantee appropriate functional and aesthetic conditions until tooth exfoliation.2 There is an ongoing search for ideal restorative materials for use in paediatric dentistry,1 but a lack of evidence persists.3–5

Conventional treatment using composite resin is still one of the most common approaches used in paediatric dental clinics.6 Despite the aesthetic quality, preservation of dental structure and abrasion wear rate similar to that of natural primary teeth,6 all composite resins suffer polymerisation shrinkage, which can jeopardise marginal integrity7 and restoration longevity. In addition, to take full
advantage of the properties of composite resin, absolute isolation with rubber dam is necessary, making the restoration technique sensitive and time consuming and more traumatic for the paediatric patient.

An alternative to the use of composite resin is atraumatic restorative treatment (ART), a minimal intervention approach that simplifies the restorative procedure through the exclusive use of hand instruments, followed by the application of a chemical-adhesive material. ART is reported to provoke less anxiety and less pain and rarely requires local anaesthesia. Currently, the material of choice for ART is high-viscosity glass ionomer cement (GIC), which provides biocompatibility, fluoride release, chemical adhesion to the tooth surface and a coefficient of thermal expansion similar to that of natural teeth. Moreover, it is easy to use because it can be placed in a single increment.

The international scientific literature has already designated ART as an appropriate procedure to treat occlusal and occlusal-proximal cavities in primary teeth when compared with amalgam. However, few clinical studies have compared composite resin performance in primary teeth with any other dental material. Moreover, patient-based parameters must also be assessed to enable a more effective and appropriate choice of treatment for each individual. In this context, few reports have been found in the literature regarding those outcomes such as patient’s acceptability and cost of restorative treatments.

Because of the need to establish the best scientific evidence about restorative treatment in primary teeth, this study aims to compare the efficacy of two types of treatment in primary molars (ART using high-viscosity GIC and composite resin restoration) using a superiority randomised clinical trial with parallel arms.

Our hypothesis is that the longevity of restorations using the conventional treatment with resin composite under rubber dam for occlusal and occlusal-proximal cavities in primary molars differs from the longevity of atraumatic restorations using high-viscosity glass ionomer. Regarding the secondary outcomes, we expect that ART has a better cost-efficacy, and it is the only treatment highly accepted among children in this study.

**METHODS/DESIGN**

The present protocol follows the guidelines of the Standard Protocol Items: Recommendations for Interventional Trials (SPIRIT) as detailed in online supplementary appendix 1.

This clinical trial was recorded in the database for registration of clinical studies (Clinicaltrials.gov registration NCT02562456). This study is part of a partnership with the city of Barueri, São Paulo, and it is nested to the Caries Detection in Children-2 study (registration NCT02473107). Each participant will be encoded by a number to guarantee information confidentiality. Any files containing identifiable data will be stored in locked filing cabinets, and only researchers will have access to participants’ information.

The final trial dataset will be available for inspection with the coordinator’s endorsement. Results will be fully reported in peer-reviewed journals, the patients’ newsletter and on the website. If participants develop any dental treatment needs after completion of the trial, they will be referred to the health service of the city of Barueri, São Paulo.

**Sample description**

Participants will be selected after screening in a dental care trailer located in the Professor Carlos Osminario de Lima Educational Complex (Barueri/SP). All healthy children who live in the city of Barueri seeking dental treatment are potential participants in our project. The trailer is set up as a regular dental office. The inclusion criteria are (1) children aged 3–6 years; (2) whose parents consent their participation in the research; (3) with at least one occlusal and/or occlusal-proximal cavity in a primary molar; (4) the carious lesion should be in dentin, clinically classified as a shallow or a medium cavity; (5) the tooth of interest should not be associated with a fistula, abscess, pulp exposure, history of spontaneous dental pain or mobility and (6) the cavity of interest should allow the access by the operator using hand instruments (International Caries Detection and Assessment System 5 or 6). Children who present behaviour problems during the clinical examination or during dental treatment will be excluded from our study.

The child will be set as the unit of randomisation, which means that all eligible teeth of a child included in our research will be treated according to the same treatment independently of the number of cavities. For sample size calculation, data on the longevity of 2 years of occlusal and occlusal-proximal composite resin restorations were extracted from the literature as 86% and 60%, respectively. A minimum difference of 10% between treatment longevities was set as the superiority limit. Taking the significance level as 5%, a power of 80% and the addition of 40% owing to study design (cluster per children), the minimum number of teeth per group was calculated using a two-tailed test. In addition, a sample loss of 20% was estimated, resulting in 204 teeth for the occlusal group and 240 teeth for the occlusal-proximal group (table 1).

Recruitment will take place from December 2015 to June 2017. Each participant will be enrolled in the study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Occlusal</th>
<th>Occlusal-proximal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control (composite resin)</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental (ART)</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

for about 25 months: 1 month for the randomised clinical trial (RCT) diagnosis and treatment, followed by a 24-month observation period. Details are illustrated in figure 1. Participants’ enrolment will be facilitated by locating the trailer inside an educational complex.

After screening, participants who have met the eligibility criteria will have their registration data collected and will be clinically examined by one operator. Radiographical examination will be performed if any doubts about the pulp involvement of the tooth of interest persist. As the child will receive complete dental treatment during the study, radiographical examination will also be used if any other treatment need demand it.

The same operator will also determine the dental caries experience of the child which will be assessed based on the WHO criteria that only considers evident carious cavities and restored and/or missing teeth as a result of carious progression. Thus, the following indices will be calculated for each child: decayed, indicated for extraction or filled teeth (primary) (deft) and decayed, missed and filled teeth (permanent) (DMFT); children in whom (deft)+(DMFT) is ≤3 will be classified as having low dental caries experience. Children with higher scores will be classified as having high dental caries experience.

The randomization process will be designed in blocks of different sizes generated by software. Opaque, sealed and sequentially numbered envelopes will be used to randomise the participants into the treatment groups.

The restorative treatment will be performed by four trained and calibrated operators who will disclose which treatment they are performing at the commencement of the restorative procedure. However, blinding participants...
and operators will not be possible due to the evident differences between both techniques.

**Study groups**
Participants will be randomly assigned into two different groups:

- **Group I (control):** composite resin restoration, using 37% phosphoric acid, Adper Scotchbond Multipurpose adhesive system (3M/ESPE) and Filtek Z350 resin-composite (3M/ESPE).
- **Group I (ART):** Selective caries removal with hand instruments and restoration performed with high viscous glass ionomer cement (Fuji IX, GC Corp).

**Treatment protocol**
**Composite resin restoration**
All children from group I will be treated according to conventional techniques using composite resin:

- Use local anaesthesia;
- Maintain absolute isolation of the operatory field with rubber dam and clamp;
- Selective Caries removal:
  - use hand excavators to remove caries in dentin. Both infected and affected dentin should be removed from the dentin–enamel junction, maintaining the affected dentin in the remaining dental walls. If necessary, round bur at high speed under water cooling will be used to remove the unsupported enamel;
  - Etch enamel for 15 s and dentin for 7 s using 37% phosphoric acid, followed by rinsing for the same amount of time and drying with compressed air;
  - Apply the Adper Scotchbond Multipurpose adhesive system (3M/ESPE) according to the manufacturer’s guidelines: primer application followed by gentle drying for 5 s; then polymerisation of the adhesive for 10 s with the XL 3000 curing light (3M/ESPE);
  - Apply light-cured Filtek Z350 resin (3M/ESPE) using the oblique incremental placement technique. Each increment should be polymerised for 20 s. In occlusal-proximal cavities, an adapted matrix strip should be used with a wooden wedge to maintain it in place, providing appropriate contour to the restoration;
  - Remove the rubber dam and check the occlusion with articulating paper. If necessary, finishing burs (F and FF) should be used under a cooling spray.

**ART using GIC**
All children from group II will be treated according to the ART philosophy as described by Frencken et al.22:

- Maintain relative isolation of the operatory field with cotton rolls;
- Remove caries: using only hand excavators compatible with the size of the carious cavity. Both infected and affected dentin should be removed from the dentin–enamel junction. Thus, as described for group I, the affected dentin will be maintained in the remaining walls;
- Clean the cavity: cavity walls should be cleaned with cotton balls moistened with water;
- Condition the dentin: apply a drop of 11.5% polyacrylic acid on a cotton ball for 15 s. Then, wash the cavity with three cotton balls moistened with water and dry using three more cotton balls;
- Use correct dosage (one spoon measure of the powder to one drop of polyacrylic acid): place the polyacrylic acid flask vertically and upside down, wait a few seconds until the bubbles rise and then drip two drops. Use the first drop to condition the cavity because this initial drop may contain bubbles;
- Hand mix: spread the second drop of polyacrylic acid over the paper pad. Then, mix the powder in with the acid in two stages—manipulate the first part for 10 s and the second part for 15–20 s, applying moderate pressure. Use the material only while it remains glossy;
- Apply GIC: insert the GIC with a #1 spatula followed by finger pressure using petroleum jelly for a few seconds. For occlusal-proximal cavities, use an adapted matrix strip with a wooden wedge to maintain it in place, providing appropriate contour to the restoration. Protecting the restoration with petroleum jelly is necessary to inhibit syneresis and imbibition;
- Check the occlusion: after the initial set (approximately 5 min), check the occlusion with articulating paper. If necessary, sharp hand instruments should be used for adjustments. A new layer of petroleum jelly should be applied to the surface of the restoration;
- Instruct the patient not to eat solid food for 1 hour.

Dental care other than restorative treatment related to this project will also be provided in the dental care trailer by three operators trained in the same philosophy regarding non-cavitated carious lesions23 and pulp treatment.24 Moreover, all participants and their respective legal guardians will receive verbal instructions about the use of toothpaste with a minimum concentration of 1000 ppm fluoride to prevent dental caries.25

The risks related to the present research are similar to those found during conventional clinical dental treatment. Thus, there is no data monitoring committee. Independent surveillance of trial data collection, management and analysis will be undertaken by the principal investigator who has overall responsibility for the study and is in charge of the data.

**Outcomes**
The primary outcome will be the longevity of both restorative treatments after follow-up for 2 years. Secondary outcomes will include the cost-efficacy of both types of restorative treatment and self-reported discomfort.

**Longevity**
Treatment longevity will be evaluated after 6, 12, 18 and 24 months by two trained examiners. The intraexaminer and interexaminer concordances will be calculated using Cohen’s kappa test. Only scores above 0.7 will be accepted. After prophylaxis, the occlusal restorations will
be clinically evaluated according to the Frencken and Holmgren criteria (online supplementary appendix 2).

For occlusal-proximal restorations, the adopted criteria are those proposed by Roeleveld et al. (online supplementary appendix 3). The width and depth of marginal defects, the surface wear and the excess or lack of material will be measured using the WHO CPI periodontal probe, which has a ball-shaped tip 0.5 mm in diameter.

If any treatment need is noted at the return visits, the procedure will be performed by one of the three trained operators until the case is resolved. Oral hygiene and fluoride use instructions will be repeated at each return visit for all children.

Data from each participant will be registered in clinical records for future statistical analysis. Data quality will be ensured by validation checks that include missing data, out of range values and illogical and invalid responses. All data entered will be audited by the coordinator, and data queries will be raised as necessary.

Cost-efficacy

The direct cost analysis will be based on previous publications adjusted to the Brazilian reality. Both the professional cost and the procedure cost will be considered (figure 2).

To calculate the professional cost, we will use the previous calculation of Floriano et al., such that the time spent in each session will be converted to hours and multiplied by the average income of a dentist per hour ($13.89) and a dental assistant per hour ($7.06) as ruled by the Brazilian federal law No 3999/61. To estimate the procedure cost, we will consider both the variable cost, which includes electricity and the depreciation of instruments and equipment, and the materials cost. To calculate the instruments and equipment depreciation (peripherals and dental chair), we will use the previous calculations of da Mata et al. and Oscarson et al. that considers their cost, a lifespan of 3 years for instruments and 5 years for equipment and a monthly use of 160 hours.

A researcher other than the operator will time each restorative treatment session, including the return visits, and will register in predetermined sheets the specifications and quantity of all materials used. Prices will be inferred from the market value converted to US dollars and obtained by averaging the values from different places that have commercialised the products used. The prices will also be updated during the course of the study.

In order to estimate the cost-efficacy, the incremental cost-efficacy ratio (ICER) will be estimated by dividing the average total cost by the survival after 2 years of each treatment:

\[
\text{ICER} = \frac{\text{cost}_{\text{ART}} - \text{efficacy}_{\text{ART}}}{\text{cost}_{\text{CT}} - \text{efficacy}_{\text{CT}}}
\]

Child self-reported discomfort

The self-reported discomfort of each child will be evaluated using the Wong-Baker Facial Scale. This scale indicates the discomfort of an individual who has to choose among six faces, each one expressing different facial expressions. The first image is a smiling happy face, followed by gradually less cheerful expressions up to the last one, which is a very sad face covered in tears. The scale will be applied immediately after each restorative treatment session by the operator who is timing the procedure.

The participant will be asked to choose the face that best match how he or she felt during the treatment. This answer should be given solely by the child, with no parental or professional interference.

Data analysis

To compare the longevity of the restorations, both Kaplan-Meier survival analysis and Cox regression with shared frailty will be applied. The association between restoration longevity and caries experience or the type of cavity will also be evaluated using Cox regression with shared frailty. To determine the data normality, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test will be used. In relation to the secondary outcomes, the comparison between groups in relation to the time spent in each procedure as well as the average cost of a restoration will be done through the use of linear regression adjusted to the cluster effect. Multilevel Poisson regression will be used to compare both groups and the other independent variables to the self-reported discomfort. The significance level will be adjusted to 5%.
Ethics and dissemination
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